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SUMMARY
It is often difficult if not impossible to analyze a design of a large,
complex system with respect to its reliability paramete:• s
 and maintenance
chars=teristics when numerous elements are functionally interdependent. A
recent result has shown that, for a certain class of systems, the interdepen-
dcncy among the elements of such a system together with the elements ..onsti-
tutes a mathematical structure — a partially ordered set. It is called a
loop-frt, logic model of the system. On the basis of an intrinsic property of
the mathematical structure, a characterization of system component failure in
terms of maximal subsets of bad test signals of the system was obtained.
Also, as a consequence, information concerning the total number of failure
components in the system was deduced. Detailed examples are give, to show how
to restructure re-.1 systems containing loops into loop-free models for which
the result is app icable.
INTRODUCTION
Availability is a system parameter and is used to measure the operational
readiness of a system/equipment by the reliability and maintainability
engineering community. It is defined as the ratio of mean time to failure
(MTTF) to the sum of mean time to repair (MTTR) and MTTF. Accoreiug to the
definition, availability is a child of the marriage between these two
disciplines. The theory of reliability d eals with a system's ability to
perform its intended function under a prescribed condition for a period of
time without failure. Maintainability concerns itself with a system's
ability to restore a system to its operational condition or to prevent
unnecessary failure. In both instances, time is the important common factor
used to measure the "up" condition (free from failure) on the one hand and
the "down" condition (by failure) on the other.
One way to increase system availability is to reduce the MTTR which
partly hinges on the ability to correctly prognosticate the state of the sys-
tem and to identify the failed components if the system is malfunctioning.
Recently, the U.S. Army Research and Technologies at Moffett Field,
California, established a mathematical basis for complex systems without
loops — called a logic model theory. In the theory it has been established
(ref. 1) that the minimum number of test points required for conclusive
detection of system failure is equal to the total number of terminal test
points; this set of points constitutes the optimal choice. This result is
useful for system checkout or prognosis. On the basis of the theory, we have
etablished some results whose application is complementary to that of the
foregoing one. In particular, it is shown that every maximal subset of bad
events of the system corresponds to a failed component, and the converse of
this statement is also true if a further assumption is imposed. Also, as a
consequence, it has been deduced that the total number of failures is at
least as many as the total number of maximal subsets of bad events.
ASSUMPTIONS AND DEFINITIONS
In this section, we shall state explicitly the assumptions and definitions
upon which the following development is based. It is hypothesized that:
2. At any instant, or stage, the system or equipment under consideration
may be in only one of two states: functioning or faulty.
' 2., The ayetem can be schematically decomposed into a finite number of
components (or modules), each of which, at any instant, is in one of the two
pcseible states.
3. The state of the system depends solely on the states of its
components.
4. The system is loop-free.
Hypothesis (1) is a realistic assumption because, if the performance level of
a given component is degraded to an "unsatisfactory" level (or beyond the
tolerance as specified in the specifications of the equipment), then the com-
ponent is in the malfunctioning state. Assumption (2) demands only the
feasibility of schematic system decomposition, not necessarily a physical
decomposition. Also, it is tacitly assumed in (3) that a proper environment
exists for the system under question. Thir also implies that input to the
system is considered to be good. Assumption (4) imposes a limitation on the
applicability of this study to systems containing functional dependence
loops. For those cases, one should restructure each functional loop as a
component and an event. Hence the resulting model would be loop-free.
In addition to the above assumptions, one needs the following.
C E nonempty finite, set of all components of a given system.
E __ nonempty finite set of all events (signals) of the system.
S E set of all functional entities, defined to be the union of C and E.
P = set of all peripheral components.
U E C' J P or P U C
A partially ordered set P is a structure consisting of a set S and a
relation - satisfying the following postulates:
1. (Reflexive): a - b and b ` a hold if and only if a . b, where
a,b E S.
2. (Transitive): a - b and b - c imply a - c, where a,b,c E S.
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Let a,8 E S. Then a depends functionally on B (symbolically, a < S)
If there exist functional entities 11, t 2,	 ., on such that
a < f 1 < 12 < . . . < in < S.
An event (or signal) is said to be bad if it is out of specification;
otherwise, it is said to be good. A component in a loop
-free system is said
to be malfunctioning if all its input signals (events) are good and at least
one of its output signals (events) is bad; it is said to be functioning if
all its outputs are good.
Aa(0^) E is E E I s < 01 ) ,	 01 is an output of a, a E C.
/la (0^) E all events (signals' in A a (01 ) are bad.
Let a E C and 01
 be an output of a. Then a set of bad events (signals),
Aa (0	 is said to be maximal if for all b E U, Aa (0^) C Ab (01) implies
Aa (0^)	 Rb(Oi).
Now we state the last assumption, which allows for flexibility in model-
ing at different levels.
S. For every event a E E, there is a . ,vmponent c E U having a asits output.
Finally, in the interest of completeness, we define explicitly the following
t erms .
Component — a collection of one or more items.
Event (signal) — a measurable or observable quantity.
Functional entity — a component or an event.
Dependence — a functional relationship between two functional entities.
Dependency chain — a collection of two or more functional entities for
which dependence exists.
Loop — a closed dependence chain.
BACKGROUND
In this section we discuss the basic idea of the logic model concept




Structurally, a logic model consists of a collection of dependency
chains arranged in a particular order that reflects the functional relation-
ship that existed between the components and the observable or measurable
state of nature of a system or equipment. The dependency chains are the basic
building block of the logic model concept. A simple example of a dependency




-1	 1 Output signal
Mack box
This simple input-output mechanism shows that the output signal Z depends
functionally on the operational status of the black box Y (or simply the
black box Y) and the input signal X. The dependency chain of this simple




where O represents an observable or measurable state of nature, p represents
the functional component, and A denotes the dependency of one functional
entity on another. This symbolic representation of the dependency chain also
yields a logic model of the mechanism — a logic model that consists of only
one dependency chain.
A more complex example is a simple power relay circuit together with a
logic model as shown in figure 1. This logic model consists of four depen-
dency chains. Note that, for example, the signal at TP-2 depends on the
operational status of the transformer T1 and the signal at TP-1. This is a
dependency chain and it reflects the power transition portion on one leg of
the transformer, whereas the chain corresponding to TP-3 reflects power
transition for the other output leg.
The foregoing example has been generated manually and reported in refer-
ence 2. In this case, the manual generation of the model has been an easy
task because there are altogether only a fow functional entities in the
model — five events and three components3. (Note items S1 and Rl together are
considered as a component.) For a more detailed modeling of a complex sys-




CHARACTERIZATION OF COMPONENT FAILURE
The set of all functional entities S together with the functional
dependence, <, as a relation on S constitutes a mathematical structure. In
fact, as was astablishRd in a previous report (ref. 1), ivory loop -free logic
model is a partially ordered set, and from this some interesting results that
are useful for maintenance analysis were deduced.
This unique property of logic models enables us to obtain a characteri-
zation of system component failure phenomena, whose proof is given in the
appendix.
Theorem 1: Litt a E C and L be a Zoop-free Z.^gic model. Then com po-
nent a is malfunctioning if, for eome output Oj of a, Aa(Oj ) is a
maximal eubeet of the set of all bad events in E.
This pleasing result would not necessarily hold if the loop-free con-
straint were relaxed. For then we could have a malfunctioning component in a
loop and, in this case, the logic model is not a partially ordered set.
Hence the asymmetric property of a partially ordered set does not apply, and
^.t might lead to an incorrect identification of fo.'.led components. This
undesirable feature on the applicability can be circumvented to a degree, pro-
vided a certain degradation on the logic model is admitted. A detailed
decussion along with some examples follows in the next section.
The converse of the Theorem is generally not true. So it is somewhat
unorthodox to call it a characterization because such usage implies an
equivalency of two statements in the mathematical literature. However, we do
have a weaker equivalence result.
Theorem 2: Suppose U contains at most ore malfunctioning component,
and let L be a Zoop-free logic model. Then a component a E C ie mal-
functioning if and only if, for eome output Oj of a, Aa(Oj) ie a maximal
subset of t'w set of all bad events in E.
Before we continue, note that in this weaker form of characterization,
an additional hypothesis is assumed — namely, we allow not more than one
failure component, at a given instant, within both the system components and
the peripheral components. Also, the Theorem would not be necessarily valid
if the peripheral portion were omitted unless all the peripheral components
were assumed to be good.
The next result states that the totality of bad events in a malfunction-
ing system is precisely the set theoretic sum of all the maximal subsets of
bad events in the system.
Theorem 3: The set of alZ bad events in E of a Zoop-free logic model
ie equal to the union of all maximal oubeeto Aa(O j ) in E.
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Finally, as a consequence of the foregoing results, we deduce the follow-
ing corollary.
CoroUary: If each component of a Zoop-f ve Zogio modeZ has only one
output, then the number of faiZed components of a matfunotioning system is
equaZ to or greater than the totaZ number of maximaZ subsets of bad events.
This Corollary can only conclude that there are at least as many failed
components as the number of ma..imal subsets of bad events. Equal:^ty does not
hold in general because the converse of Theorem 1 is not necessarily true.
SYSTEMS WITH LOOPS
It is not uncommon for systems to contain closed dependence chains or
loops ., especially in electronic equipment. As discussed under "Assumptions
and Definitions," for such a system it is necessary to degenerates each loop
into a component and an event so that the resulting logic model is loop-free,
and for which the result obtained under "Characterization of Component
Failure" is applicable.
Figure 2 is a computer-generated logic model, published in refe . enee 2,
of a radio used extensively in Army helicopters such as the UK-1. There are
two loops (or closed dependency chains) in this relatively complex model,
which consists of 51 dependency chains involving 175 functional entities.
Concatenation of the following four dependency chains:
Event A038 depends on component 1044 and on event A037.
Event A037 depends on component 1043 and on event A036.
Event A036 depends on component (1042, 1110) and on event A076.
Event A076 depends on component (I089, 1088, 1046, 1045) and on
events A038, A009, A010, A011.
is a dependency chain involving a loop, as shown in figure 3. To eliminate
this loop, we must remodel the events A038, A037, A036, and A076 as one event
called Axxx, where xxx is unique in the remaining event set and items 1044,
1043, 1042, and 1110 as one item Iyyy or component, where yyy is unique
in the remaining items of the model. The other loop in the model is embedded
in the following dependency chains:
Event A070 depends on component 1100 and on event A069.
Event A069 depends on component 1099 and on event A060.
Event. A060 depends on component I098 and on event A059.
Event A059 depends on component 1097 and on event A058.
Event A058 depends on component (I096, 1095) and on events A070,
A040, A009, A010, A011.
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as shown in figure 4. Here, as before, the events involving in the loop as
well as the items mast be degenerated into a unique representation. Now, the
model is loop-free, and the apparent price to be paid for this action is an
Inability to fault isolate down to the same level if the loop did not exist.
Th* foregoing model involves simple loops. A more complicated example
(fig. 5) of loop embedding is provided by a logic model of an on/off gating
circuit board (ref. 3) used on special underwater surveillance gear by the
Navy. A careful examination of the model reveals that there are five loops
embedded in the following eight dependency chains:
Event A038 depends on component
Event A045 depends on component
Event A052 depends on component
Event A046 depends on component
Event A027 depends an component
Event A034 depends on component
Event A030 depandft on component
Event A033 depends on component
I030 and on events A045,
1038 and on events A052,
1041 and on events A0349
1015 and on events A030,
1015 and on events A030,
1023 and on events A030,
1017 and on events A034,









To obtain a loop-free model, we identify events A038, A045, A052, A046,
A027, A034; A030, and A033 as another event that is unique among the remain-
ing events; similarly, items 1030, 1017, 1023, I015, I038, and 1041 should be
grouped as a new component with a unique idencification.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
On the basis of the previously established result that every loop-free
logic model is a partially ordered set, we have found that every maximal
subset of bad events corresponds to a failure component. This result,
together with the fact that every bad event of a malfunctioning system
belongs to dome maximal subset of bad events, enables us to deduce that the
number of failure components is equal to or greater than the total number of
maximal subsets of bad events. The equality does not generally hold because
it is not necessarily true that every failed component gives rise to a maximal
subset of bad events. However, this statement is true for systems containing
only at most one failed component at a given instant.
APPENDIX
Theorem l : Let L be a Zoop- f lee model and a E C. Then component
a is m al f unationing i f,for am* output O j of a. Xa (Oj) is a maximal
subset of the set of all bad evsnts in E.
Proof: lirat we observe that Oj E Ra(Oj ). so Oj is a bad output of
component a. The proof of the Theorem now is reduced to prove that all the
inputs o to component a t upon which O depends are good. Assumins the con-
trary, suppose there is an input a io a that is bad. Theng by definition,
these is a component b E U such that s is an output of b. Evert s
being bad Implies that all the events InAb (s) are bad. So, we have
X (oj) C -Xa(0) + (s) C Ab (s). But la(Oj ) is maximal implies
lXa(0 ) • Ab(s') a Xa(Oj) + (a )• Then it follows that a < Oj. Since L is a
partIly-ordered set, we have s • 'Oj. or input is the same as outputo a
contradiction.
Thsorem 2: Suppose U contains at most one malfunctioning component
and L be a Loop-j'4'ee Zogic model. Then a component a 6 C is maZfunction-
ing if and only if, for some output 0j of a. Xa (0j ) is a mazimaZ subset
of the set of all bad events in E.
Proof: The proof for the sufficient condition is carried over from that
of Theorem 1. Now we want to prove that it is necessary also. Suppose
!a (Oj ) is not maximal. Then there is -a sat Xb(s) such that it contains
Aa(0 ) as a proper subset. Now. if Ab(a) is maximal, then b is malfunc-
tioning, in which we have a contradiction since U contains two failure com-
ponents a and b. On the other hand, if Ab (s) is not maximal, then there
exists Xc(t) such that lb (s) C Ac(t). Now applying the same argument, wo
have either c malfunctioning or also the existence of a set "Ad (u). The
process will terminate eventually since the set U is finite. Thus, it leads
to a contradiction.
Theorem 3: The set of all dad events in E of a loop-free Zogio modal
is equal to the union of all maximal subsete Aa (Oj ) in E.
Proof: Let T denote the set of all bad test points in E. and
	
R • aAa. where	 (Aa 	 j Aa (Oj ) and Aa(Oj) in a maximal subsot for some Oj.
To prove the theorem, it is only necessary to prove that T C R because
obviously each element of R is also an element in T. So, let el be an
element in T. We want to show that al is an element of some maximal sub-
set. To begin wish, by definition, there is a component el having a l as
its output. It follows that the set Ac l (sl) is .a subset of bad test points.
Bence, if $c (a l ) is maximal, the assertion follows; otherwise, there exists
k	 1
a bad test point 82 such that Rcl (sl) is a proper subset of 1c2 02 ), for
some component c 2 . Unless Ac2 (s2) is maximal , the process can be con-
tinuad and eventually terminates itself since there are only a finite number
8
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of test points in a given logic model. Therefore,
$ l E Rc 1 (s1) C Xc2 (82) C . . . C Xck (sk) is maximal.
Corollary: If eaoh oomponent of a loop-free Zogio model has only one
output, then the number of failed oomponents of a maZAnotioning system is
equal to or greater than the total number of Pwimat subsets of had events.
Proof: Let the nonnagative integer k be the number of failed compo-
nents in the logic model under consideration. Then the hypothesis and
Theorem 1 imply that, for each failure component, there corresponds one and
only one maximal subset of bad test points. So, we have k maximal subsets
of bad test signals, but Theorem 2 implies these are the only maximal subsets.
Hence K cannot be less than the number of maximal subsets. On the other
hand, the converse of Theorem 1 is not necessrr4l f true. It follows that k
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Figure 1.- A Power relay and a corre pponding logic model.
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Figure 3.- Loop embedded in logic model.
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Figure 5.- Logic model with loops interwoven.
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